Take a Look at What We are Seeing
Wyoming
- John Deer Gator
- No Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as an MPV
Yamaha Rhino Side-by-side
No Safety Label
Titled and Registered as an MPV
v Mini Truck
v No Safety Label
v Titled and Registered as an MPV
- Kubota Side-by-Side
- No Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as an MPV
- Shanghai Wanglin Roketa Go-Kart
- No Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as an MPV
  - The seat on this Go-Kart is high enough to qualify as an MPV
- Tango Commuter Car
- No Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as a MPV
- None currently in Wyoming
v Argo Amphibious
v No Safety Label
v Titled and Registered as an MPV
Cushman
No Safety Label
Titled and Registered as an MPV
- Smart Car (models 2008 and prior)
- No Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as an MPV
- Smart Car (models 2009 and newer)
- 2009 and newer have Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as a Passenger Car
v Gem Car
v Titled and Registered as a Passenger Car
v The vehicle was previously titled in Utah
- 1960 Amphicar
- Over 25 years old – doesn’t need Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as a Passenger Car
- Assembled from 1936 Ford Truck
- Assigned a State VIN
- Titled and Registered as a Pick-up Truck
- Trike
- Typically homemade and assigned a State VIN
- Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
- Polaris Slingshot
- Typically have Safety Label
- Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
Can Am Spider
Typically have Safety Label
Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
Elio 3-Wheel Car
- Safety label = Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
- No Safety Label = Can’t be Registered in Wyoming
- None currently in Wyoming
- Eton Beamer
- Marketed as a “moped”
- Safety Label = Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
- No Safety Label = Can’t be Registered in Wyoming
Honda Elite
- Marketed as a “moped”
- Safety Label = Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
- No Safety Label = Can’t be Registered in Wyoming
Metropolitan
Marketed as a “moped”
Safety Label = Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
No Safety Label = Can’t be Registered in Wyoming
- Volt Electric 3-Wheel Car
- Safety Label = Titled and Registered as a Motorcycle
- No Safety Label = Can’t be Registered in Wyoming
Idaho
• Specially constructed vehicle
• Titled and registered based upon indemnifying affidavit – owner “self-certified” the vehicle met federal motor vehicle safety standards in effect for year constructed
• Specially constructed vehicle
• Titled and registered based upon indemnifying affidavit – owner “self-certified” the vehicle met federal motor vehicle safety standards in effect for year constructed
• Have not titled or registered
arizona
• Not allowed on roads at this time due to the turret on the top of the vehicle.
utah
• Titled and registered as a motorcycle